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Charles Kennard, Skep Maker
He shares his expertise on weaving a beautiful swarm catcher
and building an effective open bee fence
By M.E.A. McNeil

Of the many contradictions in beekeeping, the skep, or basket hive, may represent the most
striking antithesis: it is at once the universal, iconic symbol and perhaps the worst way to keep bees. Its practical
disadvantages are so great, with the bees traditionally
killed to extract their honey, that Eva Crane called them
“unadaptable and stultifying,” speculating that the movable frame hive would probably not have been invented in
a culture with more functional hives – such as the clay
tubes still used in some parts of the world that allow honey comb to be removed from one end without damaging
the colony (Crane 1999).
That said, a skep serves the modern beekeeper nicely when used as a swarm catcher, and a beautifully woven
one is a pleasure to live with – like those made by Charles
Kennard, an expert on native plants who makes skeps. To
create the Basket Garden at the Marin Art and Garden
Center (MAGC) in California, he cleared a quarter acre of
invasive brush and put in a landscape of plants used for
weaving skeps and other kinds of baskets.
The word skep is generally regarded to have been
derived from the Norse word skeppa, meaning a container
and measure for grain equal to half a bushel – anyone’s
guess for size, since the amount varied not only by area
but by type of grain. When they were first used is also
conjecture. The Celts, Iron Age people who are the for-

A wicker catcher hive is covered with cloth
and held with a cord over the shoulder of
skep maker Charles Kennard, allowing him
to climb with it. He is standing in his Basket
Garden, planted with bee forage and basket
weaving materials. Photo Jerry Draper.

bearers of the Irish and Welsh, are considered to have left linguistic evidence of knowing beekeeping and, it is speculated, may have brought the use of skeps from continental Europe before
500 BCE. Vocabulary relating to bees, as found in Irish judgments, dates before the introduction
of Latin words that arrived with Christianity. In any case, skeps were used from antiquity in Western Europe – from central Germany west, north to the British Isles, south to Spain and through
Eastern Europe. The area is delineated by a forest belt, east of which log hives were more commonly used (Crane 1983).
Roman writers described more practical horizontal hives, but, even though parts of Northwest Europe were in the Roman Empire, those regions were little influenced by their invaders
(Crane 1999). The woven wicker skep (German rutenstülper) is found in many medieval illuminated manuscripts. Coiled straw gradually replaced wicker because it could be more closely
bound, making it unnecessary to seal it with a mud-dung mixture, and resulting in a lighter weight
hive. Straw hives were known to last longer and transport more easily than wicker, in part because
the weatherproof coating of cow dung and clay on wicker, called cloom, or cloam, was brittle and
easily broken off.
The straw skep (German Strohkorb or Stülper) is thought to have originated among Germanic people west of the Elbe River, at least as early as the beginning of the Christian era. The
earliest known remains were found in a peat bog on the North Sea coast of Germany and dated to
between 1 and 200 CE.
Whether the Celts brought skeps to Britain, the
Saxons surely did, and skeps were used there well into the 20th century, long after the movable frame hive
was in use. Writer A. Pettigrew refused the gift of a

Straw skeps made by Charles Kennard, right, with the tall one inspired by the hives in this 16th century
drawing by Bruegel the Elder. Kennard first made it full size and shortened it because of the awkwardness of
the shape imagined by the artist. Photo by Charles Kennard.

wood hive in 1875, calling the invention “full-fledged quackery”. He had his points: skeps were
cheap, beautiful, absorbent and, when protected, durable, with records of skeps in use for 150
years (Crane 1983).
Many regional variations in skep design have been found in Europe. Hives were made variously of local grain-straw or grasses with bindings such as blackberry or split willow shoots, and
they differed in dimensions. For example, a relatively tall skep with a flat top and high entrance
was used in lower Saxony; to the west skeps were narrower; some areas used several openings;
others covered skeps with hackles, a protective straw covering.
For all, their truly fatal design flaw was that the bees usually had to be killed for honey harvesting. And the intentionally small size of the skep dictated a management style known as
swarm beekeeping. Illustrations abound of a beekeeper beating on a pan under a treed swarm -- a
practice known as tanging, once believed to bring in the bees. Swarming was the method used for
increase, and it was so common that numerous terms were used to define a prime swarm and after
swarms: cast, colt, filly, lob, spew, squid, bunt, chid (Crane 1999).
A swarm beekeeper killed 50-80% of his stock for harvest before winter. It was widely recommended, for example by Butler in 1609, that beekeepers should overwinter medium weight
colonies and kill the heaviest, yielding the most honey, and the lightest, which would starve in the
winter. Various means of killing the bees were used. For “brimstoning”, skeps were placed over a
pit containing burning sulfur. Eva Crane quotes an account from a 1796 diary of a housewife:
“Sarah did dig a big hole in the ground for each, wherein we did put a sulfur paper which we did
set alight, and put the skep of bees on the top, the smell of the sulfur do kill the bees, and so we do
get the honey there from. It do grief me to kill the poor things, being such a waste of good bees.”
Crane found such sulfur-impregnated darts in the north of England still in use for skep harvesting
in 1953 (Crane 1975).
Smoke from the giant puffball mushroom (Langermannia gigantea), which produces hydrogen cyanide when burned, was used for the same purpose. In some regions, bee colonies were
drowned in a sack. Butler (1609) wrote of the practice that it “hurteth the Honie, and doth the
Hive no good”.
Opposition to routinely killing bees was growing by the early 1800s, and various means of
saving colonies were devised. Skeps were supered up with a constriction between the baskets, but
the location of brood was unpredictable. “Driving” the bees was done by putting the open bottom
of an occupied skep against an empty one and drumming on the colony until the bees moved up
into the vacancy (Crane 1999). It is not an enviable chore to move nurse bees off brood in such a
way or an odds-on gamble that at midsummer a colony can build and stock comb in time to survive winter. “All covet, all lose” was Butler’s warning. Even so, driving survived until the late
20th century as a demonstration or even a competition at honey shows.

Three stages of building Charles Kennard’s Dutch wedding skep, which show the passage of seasons as he
worked on it. It has a willow base, a dung clooming or covering, and a final protective cover topped with a
decoration known as a bishop’s cap. Such special skeps were traditionally given to newlyweds.
Photo by Charles Kennard

Another practice was to harvest a few outer combs after smoking the bees off them. One
hive design, from Alsace, allowed the beekeeper to rotate the cut side to the front, since the entrance was carved into the bottom board – assuming that the bees would more readily rebuild
there. Kennard observed that such a divot would collect water.
Whatever its difficulties, the basket hive became a poetic image, with an Oxford English
Dictionary citation from 1842 describing “flowers as thick as swarms of bees a-skepping” (Crane
1975). Although the skep originated in a comparatively small geographic area and was supplanted
by the movable frame hive, it became a worldwide symbol of the ancient craft of beekeeping. In
that context we have come to think of the skep as a romantic throwback, a decorative anachronism.
But it was from a very different perspective that Charles Kennard volunteered his time to
create the Basket Garden at the MAGC, and a walk through it with him is a revealing experience.
Although it was a romance that brought him from his native England to California, it was grounding, not fancy or folklore, which eventually led him to basket making. He was educated as an architect and continues a career as a photographer, with art and nature as his subjects (although he
did early Beatles publicity photos). So, trained in a sense of aesthetics of place, he sought to deepen his understanding of his new home. To that end, he studied the local landscape and the culture
of its original inhabitants, the Indians.

From a Pomo Indian basket weaver, Susan
Billy in Point Reyes, California, he learned her craft.
She taught that knowledge of native plants was as
important as technique, and so, 25 years ago, Kennard began gathering materials from his environment, just as they had been gathered since ancient
times. “It keys me into the place and a timeline,” he
said, as he began a tour of his planted hillside. “And
learning about the ingenuity of people using natural
materials. Also, I like to be self-reliant. If you can
make a water container with your own hands just
gathering materials around you, it’s a wonderful
feeling. A friend of mine, Pam Peirce, calls it
Charles Kennard works on a straw skep. Note the
‘emotional archaeology’”. His gift is to connect that wicker catcher hive on the table.
timeline into the present – for himself and for his
Photo by Richard Migliore.
many visitors and students.
Traditional crafts in his native England include skeps, so, on a trip back to visit his mother,
Kennard visited skep-maker David Chubbs, who lived in a village not far from her. Chubbs had
learned from a Dutch book translated for him by a woman passing through on horseback. Kennard’s wife Eva is Dutch, so he, too, could access that literature.
The Netherlands has a unique beekeeping tradition. Beekeeping guilds were established in
the 1400s. Straw skeps were used for migration to the heather bloom, and tall woven skeps were
developed into an art with a creatively added protective outer layer or hackle. Such special skeps
were made as wedding gifts, and in one region newlyweds were taken around the village in a cart
and given the first swarm of the season. “Signifying industry and fecundity, I suppose,” said Kennard, who has replicated one such detailed hive. Skeps were sold in the bijermarkt, bee market; at
the largest, Veenendal, some 4,555 such colonies were sold in 1872. By 1906, as many as a quarter of colonies in some areas of England were still housed in skeps. Although modern beekeeping
had long since replaced the use of skeps, 27 Dutch bee markets were still in existence in 1990, and
Crane saw a skep of bees for sale at one of them that year (Crane 1999).
Little has changed in the craft of skep making over hundreds of years. Holinshed’s Chronicles of England 1586 states that “our hives are made commonlie of rie straw, and wadled about
with bramble quarters but some make the same of wicker, and cast them over with claie” (Crane
1999). Kennard’s techniques remain essentially the same. His materials are local, like those of any
skepper -- as such craftsmen were once called. His tools include the odd modern piece, but by and
large they are the same, too: simple, without cost, and suited to the task.

Kennard lays out his tools on their soft leather wrap. Most are made from natural materials.
A piece of hollow horn, called the girth, is used to tighten and equalize the straw fed through it,
and its opening determines the size of the coils. He uses a bone awl to make holes for threading
the binding material. His is fashioned from the cannon bone found on the hind leg, between the
hock and fetlock, of a deer. It is polished like ivory from use, as well as with a bit of toothpaste:
“The calcium carbonate gives it a shine and helps it slide better,” said Kennard. He has some bone
spikes he has used so much that they have worn thin. An abalone shell, its holes filled with tree
resin, serves as a water ladle. “It’s a convenient size and shape, lovely to hold,” he said.
A girth can be made of anything that does the job, like leather, metal, or bone, calibrated to
a chosen diameter, typically 7/8”-1”, but as much as 1½”; Kennard has made one out of a plastic
funnel from an auto supply store. Likewise, other materials can be used as a skewer, such as a turkey leg bone; before the turkey was imported into Britain during the 16th century, a goose leg
bone was commonly used. A sharpened piece of metal tubing can serve adequately as well. Whatever the material, it is cut on a slant, and in the case of a fid, forms a u-shaped tool with a channel
to slide the binder through the coils.

“Bramble” or blackberry is used as binding
material in many old skeps. Charles Kennard
holds a length of thornless blackberry, the type
he has used to create the binding coiled at his
feet and the skep as well. Photo Jerry Draper.

Curiosity about bees followed Kennard’s interest in
weaving skeps, and he soon discovered that a woven
basket made a superior swarm catcher. “A catcher
hive is so practical, so light, and it’s a beautiful
thing,” he said. He has made them in both wicker and
straw. For wicker, he stripped a whorl of small fir
branches emanating from a main branch – the remains
of a Christmas tree. Such a configuration was traditionally used to create the main stakes, bent down to
act as warp to hold the encircling weaving. As the diameter of the basket increased, more such stakes were
added. The protruding main branch at the top served
as a handle and, says Kennard, it makes a handy grip
for a catcher hive. Variation in the shape of a wicker
skep can be achieved by adjusting the length, spread,
or curvature of its stakes. A handle can be woven in –
as skepmaker Martin Buckle did for props in a Robin
Hood film. (In it, Friar Tuck was a beekeeper who
hurled his skeps as munitions. For beekeepers whose
goals to right the world are limited to capturing
swarms, the handle is useful as well.)

Many more different shapes can be made with coiled straw than wicker, as regional hive
designs show. “If it’s bell-shaped, you can wrap your arm around it quite easily,” said Kennard.
Placed as a hive super, his bees propolized the inside of a swarm catcher, giving it an inviting
scent. One of his catchers has a “belly” on it that holds the bees well. He inverts his swarm-filled
catcher on site and puts a stick under it until all the bees have entered. English skep maker Marin
Buckle made a flat-topped skep for swarm collection so that, full of bees, it can be covered with a
cloth and set upside down for transport. A cloth covering needs to be thin enough for ventilation
and tightly drawn across the catcher opening.

STRAW MATERIAL

To assemble materials for making a skep, Buckle recommends looking in the yellow pages
to locate your local thatcher. That lacking, note that Kennard resorts to tradition: beekeepers used
free straw from the harvest, with rye preferred or whatever long plant fibers were available. His
may be a rare appreciation of Harding grass, an invasive imported into Marin in the 1930s which
grows 5-6’ tall and weaves well. Elsewhere in the country, he recommends using any long grass
or straw, or even rush (Juncus sp.) but he warns that it must be unbroken. Mechanical combines
sever the stalks: “If you buy a bale, it’s broken, useless; it’s all chopped up,” he said. So the skep
maker needs to revert to hand harvesting. “Gather straw semi-mature, while it’s still green, otherwise, it will be too brittle, even if you moisten it again. Then dry it and bundle it up and store it
for years if you want to.” Straw from other cereal grains, such as wheat and oats, have been used;
an 1838 Farmer’s Guide from Virginia recommends rice straw (Colonialsense.com). Straw or
grass coils are also called wreathes or lissoms.

BINDING MATERIAL

Skep-making literature refers to using “brambles”, which is blackberry -- a pliable, firm
and lasting binding. It is, however expensive in time and frustration rather than cash. Preparation
is tedious beginning with stripping the thorns. Kennard points out a thornless blackberry, developed by Luther Burbank, that eliminates that step, but even so, he says, “It’s very difficult to learn
how to split blackberry cane. It takes a lot of practice to do it.” Old skeps, he has observed, are often bound with blackberry or split willow. He has made skeps with these, as well as with maple,
but he recommends that the beginner use binding cane, a rattan product with a shiny outer surface.
Although complex finish binding for the bottom edge of a skep has been developed (Brekelmans
1979), it is unnecessary for a catcher hive, which does not need to bear weight.

GARDEN PLANTS

“This is the context of what I do,
these plants,” said Kennard as he walked
through his Basketry Garden. He points out
those used for skep making: deer grass
(Muhlenbergia rigens) and wiregrass (many
kinds of Juncus) for the foundation; willow
and maple to be split for binding; hazel and
willow for making wicker-weave skeps. An
audible hum rises and falls as he guides the
visitor by bee-filled forage that he has
planted – coffeeberry (Frangula californica), coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis), yerba buena (Satureja douglasii), elderberry (Sambucus mexicanus), and California hemp (Hoita
macrostachya). “Hemp means you can make rope from it, not smoke it,” he says, pointing out
other cordage-producing plants such as dogbane (Apocynum) and milkweeds (Asclepias spp).
He uses his plants in many traditional ways. Lining some paths is woven fencing, such as
that made by Kennard for the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco. And leaning
against a redwood tree is a tule boat of traditional Paiute Indian design, one of many such navigable vessels he has made.
Because the Basket Garden attracts visitors, Kennard experimented with fencing at his
small demonstration apiary, trying different size openings to see at what measurement the bees
would not fly through it. He discovered that bees tend to go over or around a fence with holes
which subtend 7˚ or less, as seen from the hive entrance. An observer at his apiary can sees bees
flying out and returning over the open fence, with the rare loaded forager stopping in its lattice before flying home. He found that the fencing bars should be at least 5/8” wide. The diameter of the
openings relates to the distance from the hive, as shown in the chart. He also determined a suitable
height for the fence to shield an observer standing three feet back from the fence on level ground.
The fence does not need to extend to ground level. This surprising innovation deserves to be
called a Kennard Fence.

Measurements for a Kennard Fence;
A Transparent Bee Barrier
Distance from hive Av. hole diam. Min. fence ht

2 ft
3 ft
4 ft
5 ft
6 ft

3”
4.5”
6”
7.5”
9”

2½ ft
3 ft
3½ ft
4 ft
4½ ft

MAKING THE BASKET

Making a catcher skep is an achievable goal, although Kennard’s first attempts were “very
bumpy and they had elbows” and Buckle’s “were knobby things, probably quite like what a
farmer might have made at home all those years ago”. For the undaunted, Kennard says that starting is the most difficult part. To keep the coils round, he moistens the straw -- just slightly, or it
will mold or loosen when it dries. To make it more malleable, he lightly pounds it with a wooden
mallet (which he has made from privet wood, but no need to go there). Even with the thin coil he
starts with, it takes effort to bend it initially. From there, a hole is spiked through the straw and
binding is passed through to attach each coil, with care not to twist the cane, and pulled tight. The
technique is repeated to sew a continuous spiral, with the number of stitches increasing as the
curve of the skep grows.
The skep is worked upside down. When straw passed through the girth starts to slide more
easily, another length of straw is pressed into the center of the preceding length, hiding its thick
ends. When a new length of binder is needed, it is added by doubling the ends together for part of
a stitch and tucking them in to hide them. At the finish, the size of the straw coil is tapered down
to fade out gradually. “It takes practice to do it,” said Kennard.
Straw decomposes with moisture, so a skep needs to be kept dry – hence the old thatched
shelters and stone orifices called bee boles found in Europe (Crane 1975). Some beekeepers paint
propolis on the inside of a catcher hive, which helps to preserve it. But an attractive catcher skep
is just as well enjoyed safe on the home mantel.
Kennard has made skeps with various methods. He copied a Dutch wedding skep with a
wicker interior, coated with cow dung and finished with Juncus thatching bound in place with rattan. It is topped with a configuration called a bishop’s cap, made of native grass.
He was intrigued with a 1565 drawing by the Flemish artist Pieter Bruegel the Elder. He
decided to make a skep like the hives in the picture, but concluded that they would easily weigh
150 pounds and be impossible to carry. He made a smaller version and discovered that English
skep maker Martin Buckle had copied the basket veils from the same Bruegel: “I thought, now
here’s a guy after my own heart,” said Kennard.

Skep making is so time consuming that he makes only a few to sell. He makes many other
kinds of baskets from his plantings and gleanings – harvesting baskets, baby baskets for his twin
grandchildren. His dough proofing basket is made of deer grass bound with purple willow.
He teaches basketry, native plant and horticulture classes. “When I go to schools I try to
give people that sense of place, to show them baskets that are made from materials that grow
around them; and this is the history of the area.”
He is involved with four habitat restoration projects, with Friends of Corte Madera Creek.
“What I love about the plants is the cultural and human background to them. In the restoration
projects, the plants we are putting in are not just abstract plants, they have a history to them. They
carry a whole history and message with them.”
The work of Charles Kennard has become part of that message.
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